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May we warmly invite delegates to register for the 18th Annual Congress of the South African Heart Association. This national and international meeting highlights innovation and invention. It aims to bring together professionals from all aspects of the cardiovascular community, to share knowledge and expertise, network with colleagues and faculty and consider fundamentals of cardiovascular medicine.

This year’s theme, “Fundamentals to Innovation”, aims to challenge the horizons of cardiovascular disease and will stimulate a creative exchange of ideas and explore developments that will shape the future. Join us in celebrating 50 years since one of the greatest innovators, Dr Christiaan Barnard successfully accomplished the first heart transplant. We welcome you to four days of innovative education, ground-breaking science, interactive debates and discussions.

Who should attend?
The scientific programme has been carefully planned to address all interests and expertise, with streams on interventional cardiology, imaging, paediatric cardiology, cardiac surgery, adult heart diseases, intensive care and nursing.

Accommodation
Visit the Congress website for onsite accommodation options, rates and booking codes. Book early.

Pre-Congress Workshops – Register today
CVD Imbizo R 800 per delegate
Cardiology for the Non-Cardiologist By invitation only
Echocardiography R 750 per delegate
Cardiac Surgical R 750 per delegate

International Faculty
Professor Jeroen Bax – Netherlands
Professor Gil Bolotin – Israel
Professor Volkmar Falk – Germany
Dr Mark Friedberg – Canada
Dr Francis Fynn-Thompson – USA
Dr Michael Gold – USA
Dr Azeem Latib – Italy
Mr Donald McRae – UK
Dr Ammash Naser – USA
Dr Vuysile Nkomo – USA
Professor Fausto Pinto – Portugal
Dr Sorin Pislaru – USA
Dr Gurpreet Sandhu – USA
Dr Robert Shaddy – USA
Professor David Taggart – UK
Dr Andrew Taylor – UK
Dr Christina VanderPluym – USA
Dr William Wijns – Belgium
Dr Eric Williamson – USA
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